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Wellbeing Together
STUDENT WELLBEING AND LEARNING ACROSS THE WHOLE SCHOOL

 
Name   : Yanisse Manga Molo 
Stage   : 4 
School | Parish : St. Mary’s Catholic College | Mackillop Parish 

Artist Statement 

Inside my Head 

Inside My Head is a self portrait. It explores the complex layers of mental 
health by addressing both my outside appearances and inside thoughts. Whilst 
I may appear calm, inside it is often a different story. The patterns in the 
artwork represent these thoughts… random, crazy, energetic, dark, complex, 
and emotional. We are all human, we are travelling journeys, and we all need 
support along the way. 



Refers to a positive sense of self and belonging and 
the skills to make positive and healthy choices to 
support learning and achievement, provided in a safe 
and accepting environment for all students.(1)  
Student wellbeing encompasses the multi-dimensional 
and interconnected domains of cognitive, emotional, 
social, physical, and spiritual wellbeing.

 

Name   : Audrey Mayzen 

Stage   : 5 

School | Parish : St. Mary’s Catholic College | Mackillop Parish 

Artist Statement 

Perfectionism Isn’t Plain 

‘Perfectionism Isn’t Plain’ explore my own mental health struggle of 

perfectionism and how it is not the image most people connect it with. 

When most people think of ‘perfect work’, they see a standard of crisp lines of 

text, neat and precise. However, why should ‘perfect’ be demeaned to being 

only black and white? Instead, I make my own ‘perfect’ standard individualistic 

– vibrant colours, unique patterns linked with my interests. 

The glasses represent how I only see the world for study when I am in my most 

flustered states. The Japanese flag is linked to the subject in school that I was 

‘perfect’ in. The Queen emblem represents my favourite music that is forever 

in my mind juxtaposed with the bustling patterns which represent the nature 

of how I think. I feel an affinity with artistic practice of Martin Sharp who was 

also a perfectionist. 

Student Wellbeing

Wellbeing Together
S T U D E N T  W E L L B E I N G  A N D  L E A R N I N G 
A C R O S S  T H E  W H O L E  S C H O O L

When we nurture a child’s whole being, 
we open doors to endless possibilities  

– Susan Wright

(2)



i Am
creative, connected, engaged i Can

learn, lead & thrive

Student    
VO CE

i Feel
safe, supported, included 

Student voice refers to 
the views of all students 
on their experiences 
of school, learning and 
wellbeing. Providing 
opportunities for all 
students to have their 
say shows students 
that they are listened 
to, valued and their 
experiences are 
important to their 
teachers and the 
school. (3)

The school 
environment 
is welcoming, 
inclusive, and 
respectful, provides 
a safe physical and 
psychological space 
for students and has 
known academic 
and wellbeing support 
structures. 

Students have support to grow 
spiritually, academically, socially 
and emotionally, and develop 
leadership skills, to be the best 
they can as life-long learners. 

Students have a positive sense of identity 
and belonging through respectful, 
authentic relationships; creative, 
strength-based and innovative teaching 
and a connection to their learning, each 
other and faith community. 
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Wellbeing Together
“Pastoral care takes place in the context of Paschal 

Mystery in the living, dying and rising of the human 
person, where Jesus Christ is placed at the centre 

of all we do. This is foundational to our Catholic 
faith and tradition. It assists in the cultivation of the 
spiritual, personal, emotional, physical, academic, 

moral, social, and aesthetic development of 
students as they grow to become fully human, 

active and informed global citizens.”(4)

“Education becomes balanced and inclusive when the language of the       head, the language of the
      heart  and the language of the     hands  is integrated.”(5)



Student    
VO CE
Student voice refers to the views of all students on their 
experiences of school, learning and wellbeing. Providing 
opportunities for all students to have their say shows students 
that they are listened to, valued and their experiences are 
important to their teachers and the school.(6)



Student    
VO CE

SCHOOLS DO THIS BY:

Providing opportunities which 
are accessible for all students 
to have an authentic voice, to 
feel empowered and confident 
to participate in decision 
making about their learning, 
wellbeing and environment. 

Committing to continual 
improvement by critically 
analysing and evaluating 
school wellbeing data 
gathered by the CSO, school 
and reputable sources to 
inform decision-making on 
the learning and wellbeing of 
students.

Creating an inclusive 
classroom culture that fosters 
student engagement and 
acceptance of all learning 
contributions. 

Explicitly teaching students 
their rights and responsibilities 
to feel safe and giving them 
agency to seek help when 
needed.

Supporting students in 
leadership positions to model, 
inspire, advocate for their 
peers, and call on them to 
develop beyond themselves.

Ensuring all students have 
access to information, support 
and complaints processes 
in ways that are culturally 
safe, accessible and easy to 
understand.

 

Name   : Athena W 
Stage   : 3 
School | Parish : St. Therese’s Primary School 

Artist Statement 

Diamond 

My artwork represents my family, and my family is what makes me happy and 
positive. There are 8 different pieces of the main jewel, which looks like a 
diamond. Each of the 8 parts is a person in my family. 

Myself, Luca my brother, Leala my sister, my Mum, my dad, Kaz, my Dad's 
girlfriend, Deago, my stepbrother and Jamie, my stepbrother. The 8 pieces in 
the Dimond like my family are connected and all parts work together. The 
reason my artwork is a Diamond is because I really like jewellery. 



safe, supported, included 
i Feel
The school environment is welcoming, inclusive and 
respectful, provides a safe physical and psychological 
space for students, and has known academic and 
wellbeing support structures. 



SCHOOLS DO THIS BY:

Having a shared belief and 
understanding that all staff, 
students and parents/carers 
have responsibility and 
accountability for contributing 
to a safe and supportive 
learning environment - “We all 
own all the faces in our care” 
Lyn Sharratt  

Creating and maintaining a 
welcoming, inclusive, safe 
space in which prevents 
discrimination, exclusion, 
bullying and abuse, and 
risks to safety are identified, 
addressed and minimised.

Developing clear and 
consistent whole school 
approaches to model, 
support and promote positive 
behaviour.

Valuing diversity by promoting 
a culturally safe and inclusive 
environment for all.

Clearly communicating the 
wellbeing support structures 
available for students to seek 
support and assistance.

Fostering culturally respectful 
partnerships with parents/
carers including building 
awareness of and facilitating 
access to broader community 
resources.

Ensuring pastoral care is 
nourished and strengthened 
through the integration of 
tradition, practice and the 
faith life of the Catholic school 
community in partnership with 
the parish community. 

Sourcing and implementing 
current, evidence-informed 
wellbeing resources, programs 
and support services, using a 
multi-tiered system of support, 
to meet the student needs of 
the school community.
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creative, connected, engaged

Students have a positive sense of identity and belonging 
through respectful, authentic relationships; creative, 
strength-based and innovative teaching; and a connection 
to their learning, each other and faith community. 

i Am



SCHOOLS DO THIS BY:

The Principal and school 
leaders actively building a 
positive, safe, connected and 
inclusive learning environment 
for the whole school 
community.

Prioritising the development  
of positive, authentic and 
caring relationships  
between staff and students, 
between students, and  
with parents/carers.

Recognising and providing 
opportunities for student 
engagement both in and out 
of the classroom to build a 
sense of identity  
and belonging to the  
school community.

Empowering students to 
be a witness to Catholic 
social teachings by engaging 
in formation including 
stewardship, service,  
and social justice. 

Educating students and 
promoting the importance 
of physical health, physical 
activity and its links to student 
wellbeing.

Cultivating motivated, confident 
and engaged learners who can 
express themselves creatively 
to contribute and adapt to  
their world.

 
Name   : Gabe W 
Stage   : 3 
School | Parish : St. Therese’s Primary School 

Artist Statement 

Ocean of Thoughts 

She tried and she failed. She practised, but she continued to fall. She knew she 
could do it, and in the end she did it. But not without decent, from being 
confident, proudful and elevated to feeling sorrowful, depressed, and 
unhappy. She slipped and stumbled and kept falling deeper and further.  

The light was vast, and the surroundings were dark. Creatures emerged and 
long ropes that slithered and twisted started to wrap all over. More shot up 
and grabbed her body. Space became scarce, and the object wrapped her 
tight. Her legs felt numb for the freezing cold and the twisting shapes, as she is 
pulled deeper by her depression.  

The light flowing summer dress started to absorb the water around her and 
her garment felt weighted and heavy, just like her large and hefty self-doubt 
and thoughts. But what she didn’t know and has neglected, was that her family 
was helping her; supporting, and trying to lift her up like a strong anchor. 



i Can
learn, lead & thrive (7)

Students have support to grow spiritually academically, socially 
and emotionally, and develop leadership skills, to be the best 
they can as life-long learners. 
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SCHOOLS DO THIS BY:

Supporting students to 
develop and use leadership 
skills to be the best young 
leaders who are invested in 
their community and future.

Teachers knowing, valuing and 
caring for their students, and 
working in partnership with 
them to promote individual 
growth and achieve their 
learning intentions and goals.

Building a strong culture of 
mutual trust and collaborative 
partnerships with students, 
families, staff and communities 
to support student learning, 
safety and wellbeing, and the 
development of the whole 
child.

The explicit teaching of 
social and emotional skills to 
enable students to develop 
knowledge, skills and attitudes 
for managing emotions, 
maintaining supportive 
relationships, feel and show 
empathy, make responsible 
and caring decisions and 
develop healthy identities.(8)

Staff understanding diversity, 
and the adjustments and 
differentiation required for 
students to access and 
participate in their learning, 
ensuring equity for all.

Using high impact teaching 
strategies, maintaining high 
expectations for all students 
and having a shared belief 
that all students have a right 
to quality education and are 
capable of holistic successful 
learning.

Encouraging staff and 
students to embrace creativity 
and innovation in their 
teaching and learning.
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CATHOLIC SOCIAL TEACHING 
Student wellbeing and pastoral care is informed by the principles of Catholic 
social teaching.

A Catholic Sociology 

Human beings are inherently relational. We are most human in the context 
of community. We are called to respectful, life-giving relationships within our 
communities and have a responsibility towards others for the common good. Our 
communal nature reflects the inner life of the triune of God.

A Catholic Epistemology 

We are called to develop and honour the whole person, to make sound 
judgements and good decisions, pursuing truth, critical and creative thinking.

Dignity of the Human Person

Human life is sacred. We are all made in the image and likeness of God. Everyone 
regardless of ethnicity, creed, gender, sexuality, age or ability should be treated 
with respect and dignity.

Subsidiarity

All people have the right to participate in decisions that affect their lives. 
Subsidiarity requires that decisions are made by the people closest and most 
affected by the issues and concerns of the community.

Information taken from a summary by Rose McAllister and Fiona Duque,  
Pastoral Ministries, Catholic Diocese of Maitland-Newcastle.
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